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Treatment of parasitic nematodes infections is generally limited to one of three major drug 
classes; resistance to these is an increasing problem.  Because development of new drugs and drug 
classes is expensive and slow it is important to understand how resistance to current drugs occurs.  
Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors provide drug targets for both the nicotinic agonist and amino-
acetonitrile derivative anthelminthic classes.  Much of the research on resistance to nicotinic agonists 
has been performed in the free-living nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.  This research has by 
necessity looked at limited gene sets which present an incomplete picture of what is believed to be a 
polygenic trait.  Attempts to reproduce this research in parasitic species have shown that research in 
C. elegans does not always translate to parasites. 
We used second generation sequencing to obtain a broader view of resistance in a parasitic 
nematode, Oesophagostomum dentatum, than is easily accomplished with traditional molecular 
methods.  Because O. dentatum lacks a sequenced genome it was first necessary to identify mRNA 
sequences for genes shown in other genera/species to associate with resistance.  We developed a 
method of assembly that produces longer sequences than traditional assembly methods and used that 
to identify mRNAs for 34 genes associated with resistance to levamisole and other major 
anthelminthics. 
With this sequence information we assessed the expression levels and sequence changes in 
the levamisole resistance associated genes between levamisole-sensitive and -resistant nematode 
isolates.  We identified 9 mRNAs exhibiting at least a 2-fold decrease in expression between the two 
isolates and 72 non-synonymous SNPs.  We have used this information to propose that levamisole 
resistance in this parasitic model associates with decreased abundance of functional receptors 
containing UNC-38 and/or UNC-63, as well as decreased signal transduction moderated by LEV-10, 
NRA-1, RIC-3, LEV-11, UNC-22, and UNC-68ry.
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Treatment of parasitic nematodes is generally limited to one of three classes of drugs; the 
benzamidizoles, macrolytic lactones, and nicotinic agonists.  Resistance to the three major 
anthelminthic classes is becoming a major problem, increasingly complicating treatment of human 
infections and endangering the viability of raising livestock in some countries.  Development of new 
anthelminthics has been slow; only two new anthelminthic classes have been introduced in the last 30 
years and their commercial availability is limited.  For this reason it is necessary to understand the 
mechanisms of resistance to current anthelminthics.   
Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors have much greater diversity in nematodes than in mammals 
and provide targets for both the nicotinic agonist and amino-acetonitrile derivative anthelminthic 
classes.  Much of the research on resistance to nicotinic agonists has been performed in the free-living 
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.  This research has by necessity looked at limited gene sets which 
present an incomplete picture of what is believed to be a polygenic trait.  Additionally, several 
attempts to reproduce this research in parasitic species have shown that research in C. elegans does 
not always translate to parasites.  The research detailed here presents a broader view of resistance in a 
parasitic nematode, Oesophagostomum dentatum, than is easily accomplished with traditional 
molecular methods. 
The goal of this work is to improve treatment of parasitic nematode infections.  Improved 
treatment techniques will benefit both health professionals and livestock producers. 
Dissertation Organization 
A brief introduction to this dissertation describes the problem of anthelminthic resistance and 
the limits of traditional molecular research.  Chapter 2 reviews the literature relevant to the research 
system discussed in the two research chapters; this chapter is formatted for BMC Genetics.  The first 
of the two research chapters (chapter 3) details a method used to identify target genes from mRNA-
Seq data and is formatted for submission to the Journal of Parasitology.  The second of the research 
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chapters (chapter 4) uses the method described in chapter 3 to identify genes that are part of the 
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor pathway and evaluate them for sequence or expression changes 
between levamisole-sensitive or -resistant isolates to identify molecular mechanisms of levamisole 
resistance.  Chapter 4 is formatted for submission to BMC Genetics.  The final chapter is a general 
discussion of the results of the research performed for this dissertation.  This chapter also explores 
some of the research being continued from these studies or made possible by this work.  The 




CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Nematodes 
The phylum nematoda is one of the largest in the animal kingdom second only to arthropoda; 
estimates put the number of nematodes species around 1,000,000.  Nematoda is also one of the most 
populous phyla accounting for nearly 80% of the multicellular animals on Earth [1].    Nematodes 
have adapted to marine and terrestrial environments as well as both polar and tropical climates.  
Nematodes as a phylum have significant biological importance.  Some species play a significant role 
in the decomposition of matter in soil.  Caenorhabditis elegans, one of the most widely used 
experimental systems and the first multicellular organism to have its genome sequenced, is a member 
of the phylum.  Furthermore, a large proportion of identified species are parasites of plants (10%) or 
animals (15%). 
Nematodes are roundworms with a tubular digestive system that is open on both ends.  They 
possess a collagenous cuticle covering their epidermis with a layer of muscle beneath the epidermis.  
Nematodes also have a muscular pharynx near the anterior end and a sphincter muscle controlling the 
rectal opening.  The nervous system of the nematode C. elegans is one of the most understood 
systems in biology and is a usable model for other nematodes.  A bundle of nervous tissue near the 
pharynx of C. elegans acts as a brain.  From this central nervous system radiates a dorsal and a ventral 
nerve extending to either end of the worm.  Additional neurons radiate laterally from the central 
nerves. 
Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptors 
Acetylcholine (ACh) is an excitatory neurotransmitter and is the primary neurotransmitter at 
nematode neuromuscular junctions.  ACh receptors (AChR) are identified pharmacologically by their 
major agonist, forming two types of receptors: the muscarinic and the nicotinic ACh receptors.  Each 
nicotinic AChR (nAChR) is a heteropentameric ligand-gated ion channel composed of multiple 
subunits.     Gene prediction of the C. elegans genome has shown that there might be as many as 50 
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genes that code for nAChR subunits [2].  Jones and Satelle [3] identified 27 expressed nAChR 
subunit genes in C. elegans which may be categorized based on homology into 5 families: acr-8, acr-
16, deg-3, unc-29, and unc-38.  This gives C. elegans the most diverse set of recognized nAChR 
subunit genes.  Jones and Satelle [3] further characterized the acr-8 and deg-3 families as nematode-
specific families. These subunits are additionally classified as alpha subunits and non-alpha subunits 
depending on their biological function. 
Studies of vertebrates have shown that nAChRs are arranged in a circle at the cell membrane, 
forming a pore (Figure 2.1).  These nAChRs are formed of two or more alpha subunits and three or 
fewer non-alpha subunits.  Ligand binding occurs at the junction of the alpha subunit with the 
adjacent subunit [4, 5].    Each of the nAChR subunit families has varying numbers of alpha and non-
alpha subunits.  The acr-8 family has three alpha subunits while the acr-16 family has seven alpha and 
two non-alpha subunits.  The deg-3 family has seven alpha and one non-alpha subunit while the unc-
29 family has 4 non-alpha subunits and the unc-38 family has 3 alpha subunits. 
 
Figure 2.1 - Structure of the nAChR.  nAChRs are pentameric receptors that create a pore through the 
cell membrane.  Various combinations of receptor subunits produce receptors with different 





Soil-transmitted helminthiases (STH) are nematode infections that represent the most 
prevalent of the neglected tropical diseases.  Recent estimates suggest that more than one billion 
people are infected with one or more STH infections [7, 8].  The route of infection is dependent on 
the species of parasite with some infecting a host through the ingestion of eggs or larvae from 
contaminated soil while larvae of other species penetrate the skin after contact with soil.  Most STH 
infections occur in sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America, China, and East Asia.  The morbidity of STH 
is profound and estimated to be 4.7 million disability adjusted life years [9], although King [10] 
warns that the WHO is underestimating the incidence by not including the full clinical spectrum of 
STH symptoms.  Symptoms of STH include malaise and weakness; intestinal infections may result in 
malnutrition and anemia.  Children are most affected by STH infection, with resultant growth 
retardation and educational delays.  Severe infections can be fatal, with an estimated 155,000 deaths 
per year attributed to STH infection [11].  In addition to the impact on human heath, helminths are of 
agricultural concern.  Various helminth species infect economically important plants and animals 
reducing agricultural production and causing as much as US $110 billion in economic loss [12]. 
Oesophagostomum species are soil-transmitted intestinal helminths with a life cycle 
characteristic for the STH (Figure 2.2).  Various Oesophagostomum species infect cattle, goats, 
swine, humans, and non-human primates.  Oesophagostomiasis, the disease resulting from 
Oesophagostomum infection, is transmitted by consumption of soil contaminated with 
Oesophagostomum larvae.  Larvae then burrow in to the wall of the large intestine where they form a 
nodule and mature.  Larvae move back to the lumen of the colon to mature to adults and copulate.  





Figure 2.2 - Life cycle of O. dentatum.  L3 larvae are ingested by a pig.  These larvae imbed in the 
host intestine to develop into adults.  Adults move back to the lumen of the intestine to reproduce.  
Eggs are shed in the feces and develop in the environment.  Reprinted with permission from Gasser 
[13] 
  Anthelminthics 
Treatments for helminth infections have been in development since the dawn of medicine.  
The treatment for guinea worm, winding the worm around a stick after it bursts through the skin, 
dates back to 1550 BC and is proposed to be the origin of the rod of Asclepius medical symbol [14].  
In modern medicine, however, the most effective broad spectrum treatment is drug therapy.  Five 
classes of anthelminthic drugs, categorized by mode of action (MOA), exist: benzimidazoles, 
macrolytic lactones, nicotinic agonists, cyclooctadepsipeptides, and amino-acetonitrile derivatives.  
Benzimidizoles were the first of the modern anthelminthic drugs when thiabendazole was introduced 
in 1961.  Nicotinic agonists followed with the introduction of levamisole in 1970. Macrolytic lactones 
were the last of the major anthelminthic classes commercialized with the advent of ivermectin in 
1981.  Cyclooctadepsipeptides and amino-acetonitrile derivatives are the most recently introduced 
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classes of drugs, being first reported in 1992 [15] and 2008 [16]; however, they are not broadly 
available.  As safety and efficacy testing for animal populations is less stringent, drugs are typically 
developed for animal use prior to being approved for use in humans.  For this reason anthelminthics 
used for treatment of human infection are limited, although the WHO Model List of essential 
medicines lists several including: albendazole, levamisole, mebendazole, niclosamide, praziquantel, 
and pyrantel [17]. 
Drug Resistance 
Development of resistance to the sparse catalog of anthelminthics is an area of concern.  Drug 
resistance in general arises through one of four mechanisms: reduced drug accumulation, drug 
inactivation, alteration of target, or alteration of metabolic pathways.  Drug accumulation may be 
lessened by diminished import, through alteration of pores through which drugs enter the cell, or by 
increased export of the drug via an efflux pump.  Inactivation may occur through either metabolism of 
the drug, such as the deactivation of penicillin by β-lactamases in bacteria, or by no longer converting 
a prodrug to the active form, which is a common mechanism seen in cancer cells.  Microbes employ 
strategies for alteration of the drug target.  Alteration of the drug target may occur through 
overproduction of the target (overproduction of para-amino benzoic acid is a mechanism of resistance 
to sulfonamides) or outright elimination of the target.  Alteration of the target may also occur through 
modification of the target’s affinity for the drug, such as alteration of the penicillin-binding protein, 
another method of penicillin resistance.  The final mechanism of drug resistance is through 
modification of the metabolic pathway on which the drug acts.  This is accomplished by bypassing 
the site of drug action.  For example, some bacteria have developed methods of taking up rather than 
synthesizing folic acid as a mechanism of sulfonamide resistance.   
Given that drugs within a class have similar MOAs resistance to a drug is usually an early 
indicator of resistance to the entire class.  Anthelminthic resistance has been observed in agricultural 
parasites for the three major anthelminthic classes benzamidazoles, macrolytic lactones, and nicotinic 
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agonists [18].  Figure 2.3 shows the timeline of drug introduction to first report of resistance.  Field 
resistance has not been reported for the cyclo-octadepsipeptide and amino-acetonitrile derivative 
classes of drugs, although each has major limitations on commercial availability and approval for 
application.  Data show that treatment regimens of human parasitic worm infections are increasingly 
failing which suggests that resistance is also mounting in human parasites [19, 20].  Because of the 
slow pace of drug development and the rapidity with which anthelminthic resistance develops it is 
important to understand how resistance occurs. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 – Timeline of introduction to first report of resistance of anthelminthics.  Reprinted with 
permission from James [21] 
Nicotinic agonists act on the nAChR or associated proteins; given the wide diversity of 
nematode nAChR subunits and receptors these drugs still maintain specificity for the parasite.  
Levamisole is a broad spectrum nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) agonist that has been 
critical for treatment of helminth infection of humans and animals.  Levamisole has been shown to be 
more potent than the natural ligand, ACh [22-25] Levamisole activation of the nematode nAChR 
results in somatic muscle activation and spastic paralysis leading to the worm being expelled from the 
host gut by normal peristalsis.  Field resistance of levamisole, first reported in 1979 [26], has become 
an increasing problem. 
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Lewis et al. [27] first used mutagenesis studies in C. elegans to identify a set of genes that 
could confer resistance to levamisole.  Fleming et al. [28] demonstrated that several of these genes 
encoded nAChR subunits.  Three of these were shown to associate with high resistance to levamisole, 
unc-29 (non-alpha subunit), unc-38 (alpha subunit), and unc-63 (alpha subunit), while lev-1 (non-
alpha subunit) and lev-8 (acr-13; alpha subunit) associate with low resistance to levamisole [29-31].  
In addition to these receptor subunits a wide variety of proteins have been shown to associate with 
levamisole resistance at all levels of signal transduction (Figure 2.4). 
 
Figure 2.4 - Proteins shown to associate with levamisole resistance in C. elegans.  Proteins involved 
in all aspects of nAChR formation and signal transduction have been show to associate with some 
level of levamisole resistance.  Reprinted with permission from Martin et al. [41] 
UNC-74 is a thioredoxin protein that appears to function solely in expression of levamisole 
receptor subunits [32].  NRA-2 and NRA-4 [33] and UNC-50 [34] affect composition of the receptor 
by directing subunit export from the Golgi; these subunits are either targeted to the cell surface or 
lysosomes for recycling.  Several other proteins, including RIC-3 [35], NRA-1 and SOC-1 [36], and 
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LEV-10 [37], function in levamisole receptor formation at the cell surface.  LEV-9 is a secreted 
protein that complexes with LEV-10 to localize receptors to the synapse [38].  OIG-4 is a secreted 
protein containing a single immunoglobulin domain and interacts with the LEV-9/LEV-10 complex 
[39].  TAX-6 encodes a phosphatase that negatively regulates the levamisole receptor [36].  TPA-1 
encodes a protein kinase C homolog that regulates receptor function [3].  UNC-68 is a receptor on the 
sarcoplasmic reticulum which releases calcium to amplify the signal [40].  UNC-22 and LEV-11 
encode twitchin and tropomysin, respectively, which are involved in muscle contraction [28]. 
Several genes have also been identified that affect benzimidazole or ivermectin resistance.  
Benzimidazoles act by binding to and disrupting microtubules.  Logically, mutations in tubulin would 
be a mechanism of drug resistance, and indeed three mutations in beta tubulin can cause resistance: 
Phe200Tyr [42], Phe167Tyr [43], and Glu198Ala [44].  Macrolytic lactones activate the chloride 
channel gamma-aminobutyric acid receptors leading to neuromuscular paralysis.  A Leu256Phe 
mutation in some of these chloride channels has been shown to cause resistance in H. contortus [45] 
although it is not sufficient for macrolytic lactone resistance in C. elegans [46].   
Although C. elegans has proven to be a useful neurologic and genetic model, Kohler [47] 
warns of the pitfalls of studying resistance in non-parasitic model organisms.  Because non-parasites, 
such as C. elegans, do not experience the stresses associated with surviving in a host, conclusions 
drawn from these studies may not be applicable to parasite populations.  [48] provide additional 
evidence of the necessity of translating research in C. elegans to parasites: they were unable to 
identify the presence of lev-8 in H. contortus, a pathogen of ruminants.  As a parasite, O. dentatum is 
a more applicable research target than C. elegans. 
Electrophysiological studies of levamisole resistance in O. dentatum have supported the role 
of the nAChR pathway in the development of levamisole resistance, as has been suggested in C. 
elegans.  Robertson et al. [49] demonstrated that levamisole-resistant (LEVR) isolates had a 
decreased responsiveness to increasing levamisole concentrations as compared to a levamisole-
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sensitive isolate (SENS).  This decrease in receptor responsiveness could result from changes to the 
levamisole receptor subunit population, either subunit sequence or stoichiometry, or changes in 
subunit post-translational modifications.  While it is generally accepted that anthelminthic resistance 
is polygenic [49-51], Kohler [47] suggests that receptor loss or reduced target affinity are the primary 
mechanisms of anthelminthic resistance. 
Second Generation Sequencing 
Although O. dentatum is a preferable study target given its role as a parasite, the challenge in 
studying resistance in non-model organisms is the lack of specific molecular tools.  RNA-Seq 
provides a global measurement of transcript abundance [52], and in non-model species can help 
overcome the lack of specific molecular tools.  RNA-Seq is performed by making cDNA from a 
fragmented mRNA population and using second generation sequencing (SGS) technology, such as 
Illumina sequencing, to obtain large volumes of data.  The simplest method of interpreting RNA-Seq 
data involves mapping the transcripts to a genome.  However, when no genome sequence is available 
it is necessary to de novo assemble a transcriptome.  Although there are many difficulties associated 
with de novo transcriptome assembly including differential expression of transcripts, uneven 
coverage across a transcript, expression of transcripts from overlapping loci, and alternative splicing 
of transcripts [53] several programs for de novo transcript assembly are freely available [53-55].  
Once a transcriptome is assembled there are many options available for assessment including analysis 
of normalized expression [56] and sequence changes [57, 58] between samples.  Specific mRNAs of 
interest may also be identified from the transcriptome and for molecular assessments. 
Earlier attempts at transcriptome assembly in O. dentatum yielded primarily short contigs 
[59].  The method used for that transcriptome assembly was not optimized for assembly of full length 
contigs.  Mizrachi et al. [60] used paired end sequences for a transcriptome assembly and showed that 
mapping reads to contigs from a de novo assembly, collecting those reads, and reassembly could 
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correct for errors in the initial assembly.  Work on SGS genome assemblies produced varied levels of 
improvement of assembly length by using paired reads to close gaps [61]. 
Although Robertson et al. [49] provided evidence that levamisole resistance occurs through 
modification of the nAChR of O. dentatum, identifying the basis for anthelminthic resistance is 
complicated by the polygenic nature of resistance.    Studies that have explored resistance by 
traditional genetics methods have by necessity looked at a limited set of genes.  SGS and 
computational analysis provide the first tools to look at resistance globally.  Earlier attempts at 
transcriptomic assembly in O. dentatum produced an incomplete picture, but newer work has 
suggested methods of improving assembly.  An improved transcriptomic assembly will facilitate 
RNA-Seq analysis of levamisole-sensitive and –resistant O. dentatum isolates.  This, in turn, will aid 
in characterizing the molecular mechanisms for the differences observed between these two 
populations.  Transcriptomic data from RNA-Seq will provide the sequence information necessary to 
define the nAChR pathway in O. dentatum and aid identification of levamisole targets.  RNA-Seq 
analysis will also be used to determine an association between levamisole resistance and isolate 
dependent changes in protein sequence or stoichiometry.  More information about the nAChR 
subunits will also lead to increased understanding of how different drugs act on different receptor 
subtypes. 
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Abstract 
Sequence identification is a requirement for translating work done in C. elegans to non-model 
parasitic nematodes.  This identification is currently done through imprecise degenerate PCR.  Second 
generation sequencing offers a cheaper method of identifying these sequences.  We present here an 
improved method for identifying full length sequences from SGS data using de novo assembly, 
refinement through resampling, and assignment through nearest –neighbor comparison.  The utility of 
the algorithm is demonstrated by comparison to non-resampled assemblies.  Resampling identified 
full coding sequences for 9 genes associated with anthelminthic resistance compared to just 2 full 
coding sequences from non-resampled assemblies.  Two additional resampled sequences improved on 
the non-resampled assemblies, although full coding sequences were not determined.  This 
methodology simplifies gene identification and translation into non-model organisms and has 
potential utility for the large scale identification/sequence-determination of target genes from any 
non-genetic-model (i.e. having an unknown genome) nematode. 
Helminth infections of humans and domestic animals result in tremendous economic and 
social burdens throughout the world (Brooker, 2010).  Treatment typically usually involves 
administration of an anthelmintic from one of the 3 main drug classes: the benzamidazoles, 
macrolytic lactones, and nicotinic agonists.  Of particular concern are reports over the past 20+ years 




Studies of helminth resistance to these drugs, many performed in the free-living nematode 
Caenorhabditis elegans, have identified a number of genes that code for proteins which are drug 
targets of benzamidazoles (ben-1), macrolytic lactones (avr-14, avr-15, glc-1, glc-2, glc-3, glc-4), and 
the nicotinic agonists levamisole (lev-1, lev-8, unc-29, unc-38, unc-63) (reviewed in (Martin and 
Robertson, 2007; James, Hudson et al., 2009)).  Many of these studies utilized C. elegans for a variety 
of reasons initially (e.g. cell simplicity, short life cycle, non-parasitic, favorable life-cycle traits 
towards genetic studies), and more recently for reasons that the sequence of its genome (and most of 
its genes) was known and that genetic tools were developed with which to finely manipulate gene 
expression.  While it is also important to extend studies to parasitic nematodes, efforts at the 
molecular level are frequently hindered by the general lack of gene information for the parasitic 
nematodes.  Consequently, a time-consuming process that is typically used to identify gene sequences 
in nematodes for which genomic data is unavailable involves (i) searching for the candidate gene 
from among known genes of genetically close organisms, (ii) aligning those gene sequences to 
determine regions of high similarity, (iii) designing DNA primers likely to align to the similar 
regions, and finally, (iv) amplifying the target using PCR and a single pair of primers, cloning and 
sequencing the PCR product.   
A modification of this approach, one having the potential to reduce the time and expense 
required to identify single or multiple gene sequences in nematodes, is to use RNASeq data to build 
the gene sequences in silico, i.e. by computational methods.  RNA-Seq is a second generation 
sequencing (SGS) technique that produces large amounts of sequence data for relatively little cost.  
Although RNA-Seq sequences are very short (50-150 bases long), when applied to an organism 
having a known genome RNA-Seq sequence data can be computationally analyzed using software 
packages such as the commonly used Velvet package (Zerbino and Birney, 2008) to produce in silico 




process is applied to organisms for which little genome information is known, the output is more 
typically comprised of short contigs and contigs of lower quality (Martin and Wang, 2011).  
This report describes a method that builds upon the existing Velvet analysis software to allow 
greatly improved determination of gene sequences from Oesophagostomum dentatum, a nematode for 
which the genome is unknown.  This method was used to determine the sequences of 12 O. dentatum 
genes that, in various nematode species, have been associated with resistance to several classes of 
anthelminthic drugs.  Establishing these sequences will facilitate downstream physiological and 
molecular studies.  In addition, the methodology has general utility in gene sequence determination 
for any organism that lack genomic information. 
Materials and Methods 
Parasites 
Adult O. dentatum worms were harvested from a pig previously infected with a levamisole 
resistant isolate (Varady, Bjorn et al., 1997) as described (Robertson, Bjorn et al., 1999).  Worms 
were counted, and separated by sex, by microscopic examination.  To remove foreign contaminants, 
the separated (male versus female) worms were washed at least 3x in a pH 7.5 maintenance solution 
consisting of (mM): NaCl (150), KCl (2.7), CaCl2 (2), MgCl2 (0.3), PIPES (10), NaOH (13), glucose 
(11), NaHCO3 (12), penicillin 0.06 g L-1, streptomycin 0.1 g L-1.  Worms were settled by gravity 
before removing each wash, then blotted dry and transferred to a 1.5 ml microfuge tube, weighed by 
difference, and processed for extraction of RNA. 
RNA isolation 
Parasite samples resuspended in 1.0 ml TRI reagent (Molecular Research Center, Cincinnati, 
Ohio) were ground by mortar and pestle under liquid nitrogen then brought to a total volume of 2 to 3 
ml TRI reagent.  Total RNA was extracted from the TRI reagent according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions, including an additional centrifugation step for clearing insoluble material.  Extracted 




min at 75° C), then re-extracted with TRI reagent and resuspended in diethylpyrocarbonate-treated 
water.  RNA concentration, purity, and quality (RNA Integrity Number) were assessed on a 2100 
Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, California). 
mRNA-Seq 
The building of indexed, non-normalized, paired-end mRNA-Seq libraries, and subsequent 
75-cycle pyrosequencing on an Illumina GAIIx platform, were performed as a service by the DNA 
Facility (Office of Biotechnology, Iowa State University) using 5 µg total RNA (per sample).  Male 
and female libraries were duplexed in a single sequencing lane. 
Genomics and bioinformatics 
Assembly:  Velvet version 1.1.06 (Zerbino and Birney, 2008) was used for contig assembly. 
Similarity searching:  BLAST algorithms (Altschul, Gish et al., 1990) were used to compare 
contigs with sequences available in public databases including the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) to identify homologues from other nematodes, i.e. sequences returning BLAST 
expect values ≤ 1E-10. 
Read mapping:  64 bit Bowtie (Langmead, Trapnell et al., 2009) version 0.12.7 was used to 
map reads for contig building. 
Pairwise comparison: The Needle algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) was used for 
pairwise comparison. 
Custom codes: Java 1: Java-script code reads BLAST output and collects contigs that pass 
identity thresholds from a contig source file (APPENDIX A).  The length and identity of BLAST 
HSPs collected are adjustable parameters in the source code and should be adjusted for the degree of 
relatedness between the organisms compared. 
 Java-2: Java-script code that reads Bowtie alignment file and collects mapped and orphan 






Generation of mRNA-Seq read libraries 
Separate mRNA-Seq libraries were constructed from 5 µg of high quality total RNA (RNA 
Integrity Number  ≥  7.3) isolated from 58 adult male and 141 adult female levamisole resistant 
worms.  Given the absence of a sequenced genome of O. dentatum for use as a scaffold during 
subsequent assembly and analysis, paired-end sequencing was performed to facilitate contig-building 
steps.  Similar numbers of 75-cycle paired reads were obtained for both libraries, (2.144 X 107 for 
male, 2.159 X 107 for female) for a combined total of more than 40 million reads. Reads were 
trimmed of read tags (added during library building to allow multiplexing during the sequencing run) 
and deposited at the NCBI sequence read archive: male library (SRR393668) and female library 
(SRR393669). 
Velvet assembly 
Once mRNA-Seq read libraries are constructed, the first 2 steps towards identifying specific 
genes and their sequences in silico from mRNA-Seq data are to assemble the mRNA-Seq reads into 
contigs (i.e. contiguous sequences) and then to identify those contigs that have high similarity to the 
specific gene targets (Fig. 3.1, steps 1-2).  The SGS assembler Velvet was used to assemble the 40 
million reads from the combined male and female libraries into contigs.  Combining the 2 libraries 
increased the potential number of reads that were identified for each target sequence while 
maintaining compliance with NCBI guidelines requiring submitted sequences to be derived from a 
single strain.  As noted previously, sequencing the libraries as paired end reads, wherein sequencing 
of a single molecule results in 2 reads (one for each end of the molecule) allowed Velvet to assemble 
using its paired-read mode within which an individual read is used to assemble a particular contig 
only when the corresponding read from the other end of the same molecule is also used in the same 
contig.  One early step within Velvet results in individual reads being hashed (indexed) into 
overlapping sequences (k-mers) of some length “k” that has influence over downstream analyses. The 
  
k-mer sequences are obtained as if a sliding window of length “k” is moved along a given read.  Thus 
a 10 base DNA read sequence “AGGACTTAGA”, when hashed with a “k
have a first hash sequence of “AGGACTT”, a second of “GGACTTA”, a third of “GACTTAG”, 
a fourth (final) of “ACTTAGA”.  In general, the k
contigs built during an assembly, with longer k
(i.e. that a detected alignment is actually correct) but
and Birney, 2008).  Because optimal k
performed using k-mers ranging from length 17 to 49.  
FIGURE 3.I - Algorithm for in 
assembled into contigs using Velvet with a K
genes were carried out with a high cutoff (expect value = 1E
target genes.  [3] Reads from all data sets were individually mapped using Bowtie (e 150) to contigs 
identified by database searches.  [4] Paired reads where at least one read mapped to a contig were 
gathered using a custom Java script.  [5] De novo assembly of sequ
Velvet.  [6] Mapping, pair gathering, and de novo assembly were repeated until the iteration resulted 
in no additional reads being mapped to the contig of interest.
The 12 anthelminthic resistance associated genes of 
determine the homologous genes and sequences of 
groups to which they associate are shown in Table 3.II.  To identify contigs exhibiting high similarity 
to the C. elegans target sequences we first built separate databases, each comprised of the set of 
contigs produced by a single k-mer assembly, and then queried each database using the protein 
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sequences of the 12 anthelminthic resistance associated genes.  Specifically, databases were first 
created as BLAST databases to facilitate subsequent searches using BLAST programs.  Then, contigs 
with high similarity to the target proteins were identified by querying the database with the tblastn 
program, a program in which a protein sequence queries a nucleotide database that has been 
translated in all reading frames and in both directions.  A stringent “E-value” threshold of 1 x 10-10 
was used within the tblastn search in order to limit false positive identifications; the E-value 
corresponds to the number of times a match of the same quality would be found among the database 
by chance.  A custom java-script (APPENDIX A) was used to collect those contigs whose E-values 
were ≤ 1 x 10-10 and, for further stringency, to retain only those contigs whose region of alignment 
with the target protein exhibited ≥ 60% identity across ≥ 50% of the contig length.  Some contigs that 
made it past these filters exhibited high similarity to more than one target gene (data not shown), as 
would be expected since some of the target genes are paralogous (deriving from an historical gene 
duplication event) and thus are expected to share high similarity.  To unambiguously assign the 
filtered contigs to single target genes, contigs were used to query the C. elegans genome database 
(using the BLAST program blastx, which searches a protein database using a translated nucleotide 
query sequence), and then gene identity was assigned based upon the match exhibiting the lowest E-
value. 
For each gene of interest, Table 3.I summarizes the BLAST profile for each k-mer assembly.  
BLAST determines the region (called high scoring pair, or HSP in Tables 3.I and 3.II) within a contig 
that aligns with high similarity to a target sequence.  While it is possible for a single contig to yield 
multiple HSPs, as occurs when regions of high similarity are separated by regions of below-threshold 
similarity, all contigs identified here yielded only a single HSP (i.e. aligned region) per target gene.  
Table 3.I demonstrates that, for a given length k-mer, the quality of the assembly varies greatly, with 
(i) some k-mers producing many but short HSPs, (ii) other k-mers yielding few, but longer HSPs, and 






Table 3.I - Target identification from 19 increasing k-mer assemblies 
 Max HSP length corresponds to the longest HSP identified among all k-mers used.  # HSP is the number of HSPs that were positively identified for each gene at the k-mer 
indicated.  Avg HSP length is the average length of those HSPs.  HSP range is the minimum and maximum length of those HSPs identified for each gene/k-mer. 
GENE ID CDS len # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length




lev-1 1419 1401 2 205 132-279 3 148 99-219 3 238 174-294 5 238 96-525 4 237 114-381
lev-8 1596 255 2 147 126-168 1 255 255-255 1 108 108-108
unc-29 1482 480 4 153 138-168 12 144 105-168 7 259 120-480 8 248 132-426 11 202 96-402
unc-38 1524 1473 1 111 111-111 7 175 111-294 6 180 111-294 9 184 90-375 9 283 84-1098 8 339 87-1380
unc-63 1524 576 4 174 105-207 3 272 105-576 5 247 96-510 5 263 105-510 5 235 105-510
avr-14 1251 390 4 124 66-261 1 90 90-90 2 112 102-123 2 114 105-123 4 111 105-123
avr-15 1437 291 2 106 93-120 2 186 162-210 4 163 123-210 7 154 123-192 6 140 105-210 3 185 123-240
ben-1 1335 453 2 163 108-219 1 111 111-111 1 114 114-114 3 102 90-117
glc-1 1305 318 1 123 123-123 1 108 108-108 1 318 318-318 1 237 237-237
glc-2 1305 939 1 183 183-183 1 285 285-285 4 198 147-318 1 879 879-879 1 939 939-939 3 375 207-582
glc-3 1455 1383 1 168 168-168 3 146 87-207 2 115 111-120 2 102 93-111 4 117 99-144
glc-4 1503 1428 4 143 108-225 6 192 111-279 2 702 249-1155 2 702 249-1155 2 702 249-1155
GENE ID CDS len # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length




lev-1 1419 1401 5 219 93-420 11 150 99-330 9 181 114-255 8 207 102-558 6 334 138-657 3 564 339-807
lev-8 1596 255
unc-29 1494 480 8 223 120-465 9 171 96-378 8 180 96-396 2 172 162-183 4 173 144-207
unc-38 1524 1473 7 493 90-1473 7 416 84-1473 6 472 108-1473 4 708 261-1473 3 890 360-1473 1 1473 1473-1473
unc-63 1524 576 3 227 105-297 4 285 105-414 3 275 105-414 1 414 414-414 2 277 141-414
avr-14 1251 390 3 123 111-135 5 145 111-207 6 169 123-270 5 202 123-321 5 240 123-327 1 390 390-390
avr-15 1437 291 5 156 90-243 7 153 96-291 4 132 93-213 4 138 96-243 4 108 108-111 2 111 111-111
ben-1 1335 453 2 97 93-102 4 99 90-120 3 99 96-102 3 109 87-135 5 109 93-129 7 100 75-120
glc-1 1386 318 1 237 237-237 2 141 141-141
glc-2 1305 939 3 261 147-393 2 439 135-744 2 475 207-744 2 387 171-603 2 336 333-339
glc-3 1455 1383 3 112 111-114 7 169 93-330 7 120 90-168 5 145 117-213 6 153 111-189 3 618 84-1383
glc-4 1503 1428 2 702 249-1155 2 702 249-1155 2 702 249-1155 2 702 249-1155 1 972 972-972 1 1428 1428-1428
GENE ID CDS len # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length
HSP range # HSPs
avg HSP 
length




lev-1 1419 1401 1 1392 1392-1392 1 1401 1401-1401 2 619 345-894 3 245 219-270 2 256 162-351
lev-8 1596 255
unc-29 1494 480
unc-38 1524 1473 1 1473 1473-1473 2 868 264-1473 1 1473 1473-1473
unc-63 1524 576
avr-14 1251 390 1 219 219-219
avr-15 1437 291 1 120 120-120 1 174 174-174 1 174 174-174
ben-1 1335 453 10 138 90-234 16 115 84-234 25 114 87-348 15 160 90-453 15 150 93-312
glc-1 1386 318
glc-2 1305 939
glc-3 1455 1383 1 378 378-378






17 mer 19 mer 21 mer 23 mer 25 mer 27 mer
37 mer 39 mer
Target Genes Best 
HSP 
length
41 mer 43 mer 45 mer 47 mer 49 mer
Target Genes Best 
HSP 
length
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the Velvet assembly produced full or nearly full length sequences for 4 genes (lev-1, unc-38, glc-3, 
and glc-4), and relatively short contigs for the other 8 targets. 
Resampling to optimize sequence determination 
To improve the overall quality of the contigs (i.e. increase contig lengths by extension and by 
gap filling) additional computational steps of assembly were developed (Fig. 3.1, steps 3-5).  In 
outline, this involved identifying all RNA-Seq library reads that matched a particular contig and then 
using Velvet to reassemble those reads into contigs; this process was repeated until the output contigs 
exhibited no relative improvement.  In detail, high-identity contigs that were identified in the initial 
Velvet assembly (at k-mer length 31 for all gene targets excepting lev-8, glc-1, and glc-3,which used 
k-mer lengths of 23, 25, and 39 respectively) were used to identify all library reads that mapped to 
those contigs; this process utilized the mapping program Bowtie set to increase the sensitivity of read 
identification by using a low quality threshold value (150) and by running it in unpaired-read mode.  
The unpaired-read mapping mode allows inclusion of those reads that did not contribute to the initial 
contig (Table 3.I) because their pair failed to map to that initial contig.  Consequently, the collected 
reads included the paired reads along with a number of single reads for which their pair did not map; 
a custom Java-script (Fig. 3.1, Step 4: APPENDIX B) collected into a single bin all of the reads that 
mapped as well as reads that did not map but whose pair did map.  The Velvet program was then used 
to assemble contigs from the collected paired-end reads combined from both libraries (Fig. 3.1, Step 
5) using multiple length k-mers and coverage cutoffs to identify assembly conditions that produced a 
maximum contig length.  Bowtie mapping, read set collection and assembly were repeated (Fig. 3.1, 
Step 6) until a maximum contig length and maximum coverage (relative to the target genes) were 
achieved. 
The dramatic effectiveness of the resampling is evidenced by the comparison of resampled 
contigs, initial contigs (best HSP), and C. elegans target sequence shown in Table 3.II.  Whereas the 
initial velvet assembly yielded 2 sequences corresponding to 100% of the target gene coding 
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sequences (unc-38, glc-4), resampling yielded the full coding sequence of an additional 7 target 
sequences including a second isotype of ben-1, and yielded large improvements to 2 gene sequences 
(unc-29, unc-63). 
Table 3.II – Target gene identification and comparison  
Accession numbers are given for DNA sequences assembled from read libraries and sequences used to assemble.   Best 
initial HSP "Length" and "C length" are the length of the longest HSP from the raw read assemblies and the length of the 
contig from which that HSP derives.  “% P” represents the percent of the comparator C. elegans protein that is encoded by 
the corresponding resampled contig.  “% Identity” represents results from a pairwise alignment (performed using the Needle 
algorithm) of the comparator and of the protein deduced from the resampled contig.  * sequences have been submitted to 
NCBI.  These sequences are listed by gene ID in APPENDIX C. 
 
Interestingly, while the initial assembly yielded a contig that best-mapped by BLAST 
analysis to glc-1 (Table 3.I), resampling yielded an extended contig that was unambiguously 
identified as avr-15.  A closer examination of the contigs produced during the initial assembly that 
were identified as glc-1 revealed that they exhibited almost-as-high similarity to avr-15 (data not 
shown).  The reason for the initial misidentification is that the region of similarity to glc-1 is 
relatively small and is highly conserved with a region of avr-15, a paralog of glc-1.    
The quality/accuracy of the in silico derived sequences can be inferred from the shared 
identity to target genes of C. elegans that is shown in Table 3.I, and, for the two target genes (unc-63, 
unc-38) whose O. dentatum  mRNA sequences had previously been deposited in Genbank, by 
comparison of the “old” and “new” sequences.   BLAST nucleotide comparison of O. dentatum unc-
Gene ID Accession # Length HSP Length # AA C length Length Accession # # AA % P % Identity
lev-1 submitted* 1612 1401 477 1580 1401 CAB03148 472 100.00 91.40
lev-8 submitted 269 255 89 269 255 CAB01685 531 16.76 85.39
unc-29 submitted 614 576 204 482 480 CAB02308 493 41.38 87.75
unc-38 submitted 1631 1455 507 1607 1473 CCD69819 507 100.00 72.25
unc-63 submitted 1770 1248 417.67 578 576 CCD66192 507 81.85 81.93
avr-14 submitted 1485 1299 464 629 390 CCD61323 416 100.00 52.48
avr-15 submitted 1531 1242 447 560 291 CAB03329 478 100.00 44.29
ben-1_1 submitted 1436 1308 448 453 453 CAB00853 444 100.00 94.21
ben-1_2 submitted 1751 1317 448 453 453 CAB00853 444 100.00 95.09
glc-2 submitted 1389 1215 424 994 939 CCD62432 434 100.00 71.69
glc-3 submitted 2048 1383 531 1724 1383 CCD69051 484 100.00 57.87
glc-4 submitted 1628 1521 508 1628 1428 CCD65896 500 100.00 77.10
Resampled contigs Best initial HSP C elegans sequence Comparison results
Levamisole resistance genes (nAChR subunits)
Avermectin, benzamidazole resistance genes
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63 mRNA sequence (accession HQ162136.1) to the corresponding 1770 nucleotide in silico sequence 
identified a single alignment comprised of 1768 bases (including 30 non-identical bases) and no gaps.  
A similar comparison of the O. dentatum unc-38 mRNA sequence (accession GU256648.1, length 
1681) to the corresponding 1631 nucleotide in silico sequence identified a single alignment comprised 
of 1603 bases (including 4 non-identical bases).   These comparisons indicate the high quality of unc-
38 and the unc-63 in silico sequences and, by inference, of the other in silico sequences reported here.  
Discussion 
The data shown in Results demonstrate the efficient and successful use of an iterative de novo 
assembly of RNASeq data to determine in silico the sequence of 11 O. dentatum genes that are 
implicated in anthelminthic resistance.  Selection of these particular genes was based upon the results 
of a number of studies (reviewed in (Martin and Robertson, 2007; James, Hudson et al., 2009)).  The 
iterative assembly produced full length coding sequences for 9 target genes, whereas the Velvet 
assembly yielded full length sequences for only a 2-gene subset of those 9 genes.  A major utility of 
this process is that, as a computational process, it is scalable and should fit well in a variety of 
situations, whether the need is to identify sequences for 10 genes or for 100 genes of O. dentatum or 
of any other nematode lacking a known genome sequence.  At the same time, once the initial 
assemblies have been made, the process is computationally efficient because it reduces the need for 
full library assemblies by assembling only that subset of library reads that map to the initial (or 
subsequent) high-identity contigs. 
Other related computational processes have been described that are designed to yield 
different output than the full length coding sequences that are described here.   For example, one 
group demonstrated that remapping of reads by identity to contigs within an initial assembly, and then 
reassembling contigs from those remapped reads, improved transcriptome assembly (Mizrachi, Hefer 
et al., 2010); the desired output from that work was production of a general gene ontology.  Another 
group interested in improving genome assemblies showed varied levels of success in gap closure by 
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mapping paired-end reads and collecting pairs for which only one of the ends aligned to a contigs 
(Tsai, Otto et al., 2010). 
As shown in Table 3.I, a number of k-mer lengths were used for initial library assemblies, 
demonstrating the dramatic effect of k-mer length on contigs.  That said, as noted in RESULTS, k-
mer length 31 was used to build the contigs used in all target-gene resampling excepting that for lev-8 
(for which k-mer 31 returned no contigs; see Table 3.I) and glc-3 (for which k-mer 31 contigs failed 
to support generation of resampled contigs representing the full target sequence).  This suggests there 
is little need to use the best or longest contig as input to the resampling process.  As a further test of 
this concept we were able to successfully build avr-15 from a single approximately 300 base initial 
contig instead of from the 7 contigs shown in Table 3.I.  Thus, there is little need to conduct full 
library assemblies over a wide range of k-mers when attempting to derive in silico the sequences for a 
set of target genes; instead, one stops when a limited set of k-mers that have been run produce a 
quality contig for each target.   
Of interest is the identification of a lev-8-like sequence.  This identification is based upon the 
sequence being 85% identical to C. elegans lev-8 at the deduced protein level (Table 3.II).  By 
comparison, pairwise alignment of the lev-8-like sequence to the O. dentatum or Haemonchus 
contortus acr-8 indicated only 67% identity at the deduced protein level.  Although lev-8 is found in 
C. elegans (C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998) it has not been found in H. contortus (Boulin, 
Fauvin et al., 2011), a clade V nematode that is considered more closely related to O. dentatum than 
is C. elegans (Blaxter, De Ley et al., 1998).  These data suggest a loss of lev-8 has occurred in H. 
contortus.  Because data reported here identified only a very short lev-8 contig (<300bp), it remains to 
be determined whether or not O. dentatum contains a functional lev-8, as compared to a vestigial 
(partial) lev-8 sequence.  Functional lev-8 nAChR subunit has been shown to confer sensitivity to 
levamisole (Towers, Edwards et al., 2005); identification of the complete gene in O. dentatum may 
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explain differences in the nAChR properties of closely related nematode species and potentially of 
differences in drug efficacy. 
The identification of full coding sequences for these genes involved in anthelminthic 
resistance opens several areas for further examination.  Primary among the goals of this study was the 
ability to identify full coding sequences to allow reconstitution and functional assay of these proteins 
in an in vitro system (similar to (Boulin, Fauvin et al., 2011)); these studies are underway.  With data 
from additional isolates it will be possible to compare sequence and expression patterns between 
isolates.  This could lead to identification of SNPs that produce functional resistance or of RNA 
expressions patterns that implicate specific protein levels in resistance.  It is also possible to use this 
approach on a larger scale to facilitate gene ontology projects.  More complete transcriptomic 
assembly would simplify gene identification and would particularly benefit organisms without 
genomes. 
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Abstract 
Background 
Nematode parasites infect humans and animals.  The number of anthelminthic drugs available 
for treatment is limited, and nematode populations have developed resistance to many of them 
including the nicotinic agonist levamisole.  It has been demonstrated that changes in the nicotinic 
acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) signaling pathway are associated with resistance to levamisole in 
parasitic nematodes.  Furthermore, mutations in genes of the nAChR signaling pathway have been 
shown in the free-living nematode Caenorhabditis elegans to produce resistance to levamisole. 
Results 
This study of the parasitic nematode Oesophagostomum dentatum compared levamisole-
sensitive and –resistant isolates using mRNA-Seq data to identify and characterize mRNA sequences 
corresponding to genes of the nAChR pathway.  The full length mRNA sequences of 16 genes of the 
nAChR pathway were identified.  Expression levels characterized from the transcriptomic data 
showed two-fold or greater reduction in expression in the resistant isolate for the genes lev-10, lev-11, 
nra-1, ric-3, unc-22, unc-38, unc-63, and unc-68ry.  SNP analysis showed a high rate of 
polymorphism within the two isolates; however, only 72/2788 of the identified SNPs caused amino 
acid changes.   




Reduced levels of receptors containing the subunits UNC-38 and/or UNC-63, and decreased 
expression of LEV-10 and NRA-1, required for nAChR aggregation, LEV-11, the tropomysin 
(muscle) gene, UNC-22, which encodes twitchin and is required for the muscle contraction-relaxation 
cycle, and UNC-68ry, a calcium release protein, associate with levamisole resistance; further analysis 
is required to determine whether this relationship is causal.  
Keywords 
Levamisole resistance, Oesophagostomum dentatum, nicotinic acetylcholine receptor  
Introduction 
Intestinal nematode parasites are of concern for both human and animal health, infecting 
more than 1 billion people worldwide in addition to animals of all species, causing significant 
morbidity and mortality [1].  Treatment of nematode infections is largely afforded by drug therapy 
using anthelminthics that fall within one of 3 major classes of compounds: benzamidazoles, 
macrolytic lactones, or nicotinic agonists.  Specific anthelminthics used for treatment of human 
nematode infections include those on the WHO Model List of essential medicines: albendazole, 
levamisole, mebendazole, niclosamide, praziquantel, and pyrantel [2].  Resistance to anthelminthics 
has been reported in agricultural use to all 3 major drug classes although not the most recently 
introduced novel classes of anthelmintic: cyclooctadepsipeptides and amino acetonitrile derivatives 
[3].  Data also show increasing treatment failures, an indicator of drug resistance, in human parasitic 
worm infections [4, 5].   
Levamisole, a nicotinic agonist, has been critical in allowing economically feasible treatment 
of animals throughout the world given its broad spectrum of activity and effectiveness against many 
larval stages.  Exposure of adult helminths to levamisole results in spastic paralysis, due to somatic 
muscle contraction, that leads to expulsion from the gut.  Resistance to levamisole has become an 
increasing problem since resistance was first reported in agricultural use in 1979 [6]. Investigations of 
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levamisole resistance using the free-living model nematode, C. elegans, have identified a number of 
phenotypes and genes coding for subcellular molecular pathways that associate with laboratory-
induced resistance (reviewed in Martin, et al [7]). As would be expected based upon a mode of action 
that involves muscle paralysis, a commonly identified resistance associated pathway is that of the C. 
elegans nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR), a receptor pathway that controls the body wall 
muscles via the ion-channel activity of the receptor. The nAChR pathway is also implicated in 
resistance in a number of other Clade V nematodes including Haemonchus contortus, Teledorsagia 
circumcincta and Trychostrongylus colubriformis [8].  The nAChR is a heteropentameric ion channel 
comprised of subunit proteins encoded by over 25 different genes grouped within 5 gene families [7]. 
Electrophysiological studies of levamisole resistance in the Clade V swine parasitic nematode 
O. dentatum have shown that as levamisole concentrations were increased, levamisole activated 
channels in a levamisole-resistant isolate exhibited lowered responsiveness to levamisole as compared 
to a levamisole-sensitive isolate [9].  This change in the receptor response could result from changes 
to the levamisole receptor subunit population or subunit sequences or changes in subunit post-
translational modifications.   
The electrophysiological studies have provided extremely useful information towards 
increasing our understanding of anthelminthic resistance.  To extend these studies to the level of gene 
expression assessment, the present study using mRNA-Seq sought to identify the sequences of genes 
of the nAChR pathway, and to characterize their mRNA expression and sequence changes in 
levamisole-resistant (LEVR) and -sensitive (SENS) isolates of O. dentatum. 
Results 
mRNA-Seq 
Paired-end mRNA-Seq libraries were constructed from 5 ug high quality (RNA Integrity 
Number ≥ 7.2) total RNA of adult O. dentatum populations (SENS males and females) and then 
sequenced.  Paired-end sequencing was performed to facilitate assembly and analysis.  Similar 
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numbers of paired reads were obtained for both libraries, ranging from 2.012 X 107 to 2.108 x 107.  
Read libraries were deposited at the NCBI sequence read archive: SENS male (SRR393670), SENS 
female (SRR393671). 
Equivalent read libraries for a levamisole resistant isolate were previously described [10]; 
these libraries are also available at the NCBI sequence read archive:  LEVR male (SRR393668), 
LEVR female (SRR393669). 
Sequence identification 
The mRNA-Seq data analysis targeted the 26 genes of the nAChR pathway that are listed in 
Table 4.1, a pathway previously implicated in levamisole resistance in C. elegans and O. dentatum 
(see Introduction).  Of the 26 genes, the coding sequence was unknown for 19 genes and only 
partially determined for another (unc-29alt).   The coding sequences for those 19 genes were 
determined in silico by assembling the library sequence reads de novo using the Velvet assembler and 
by a method of resampling as described previously [10].  In brief, high identity matches between the 
comparator genes (Table 4.1) and initial contigs assembled with Velvet , matches with an expect (E) 
value lower than 1 x 10-10 that also exhibited ≥ 60% identity over ≥ 50% of the contig length, were 
identified as target contigs representing the target genes.  All read-pairs for which at least one read 
mapped by Bowtie to the target contigs were then placed into a bin and re-assembled using Velvet; 
this process was reiterated until maximum length and quality were obtained, or until further iteration 
failed to improve the contig.   For nra-1, a lowering of the threshold to ≥50% identity over ≥ 50% of 
the contig length was necessary to identify contigs for successful reiterative assembly.  Table 4.1 
summarizes details on the comparator genes used to identify the homologous O. dentatum transcript 
sequences and the sequences assembled in silico. 
The identities of the deduced protein sequences of O. dentatum genes as compared to that of 
the comparator genes were calculated using the Needle algorithm (Table 4.1).  According to the 
classification scheme of Clade 5 nematodes [11], O. dentatum is more closely related to H. contortus 
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than to the various species of the Caenorhabditis genus.  Similarly, the identity scores for 5 O. 
dentatum genes compared to their H. contortus and C. elegans homologs were higher, overall 
(ranging from 62.17 to 91.61, with mean/median = 79.16/84.54), than were the corresponding 
identities to the comparator genes of C. elegans species (44.85-77.98, mean/median = 64.29/70.45). 
Table 4.1 - Sequences identified for nAChR-pathway genes 
Accession numbers are given for sequences identified and for sequences used for comparison.  Pairwise comparisons were 
performed using the Needle algorithm.  % CDS calculates the number of amino acids in the comparator sequence 
represented in the identified sequence.  % Identity is the % amino acid identity.  Sequences marked with a star (*) were 
assembled from a single isolate for submission, but from both isolates to complete the coding sequence for analysis. 
 
 
GENE ID Accession # LENGTH # AA SPECIES Accession # # AA % P % IDENTITY
acr-8 GAAS01000001 1792 538 O dentatum JX429921 538 100.00 99.81
acr-16 GAAS01000002 1576 498 H contortus ABW07339 494 100.00 84.54
acr-20 GAAS01000003 1785 561 C elegans NP_001122627 564 100.00 61.70
acr-21 GAAS01000004 1410 456 C elegans CAP33541 469 91.47 69.00
acr-25 GAAS01000005 846 290 C elegans NP_001023570 544 46.88 73.13
lev-1 GAAR01000001 1534 477 H contortus ADF56004 472 100.00 91.40
lev-8 GAAS01000006 269 89 C elegans NP_509932 531 16.76 85.39
unc-29 n/a 889 297 O dentatum JX429919 497 59.76 100.00
unc-29alt n/a 942 306 O dentatum JX863910 261 117.24 99.62
unc-38 GAAR01000011 1744 507 O dentatum GU256648 507 100.00 99.41
unc-63 GAAR01000012 2211 507 O dentatum HQ162136 507 100.00 99.80
lev-9 GAAR01000003 4179 1346 C remanei XP_003118435 1381 100.00 57.97
lev-10 GAAR01000002 2745 902 C elegans CAE82298 906 100.00 61.96
lev-11 GAAS01000007 1088 284 C elegans NP_001021695 284 100.00 95.42
nra-1 GAAS01000008 2428 728 C elegans CAD56248 622 100.00 38.70
nra-2 GAAR01000004 1717 544 C elegans CAB04692 557 100.00 51.25
nra-4 GAAS01000009 3585 1104 C elegans CCD62613 1121 100.00 47.93
oig-4 GAAR01000005 526 150 C elegans NP_001022278 155 100.00 76.77
ric-3 GAAR01000006 1323 358 H contortus ADV92281 365 100.00 62.17
soc-1 GAAR01000007 1674 473 C elegans NP_504250 430 100.00 27.34
tax-6 GAAR01000008 2170 516 C elegans CAB02719 535 100.00 84.51
tpa-1 GAAR01000009 2813 707 C elegans NP_499860 704 100.00 88.26
unc-22 GAAR01000010 20890 6755 C elegans NP_502273 6839 100.00 72.52
unc-50 GAAS01000010 1390 303 H contortus ADV92279 298 100.00 86.23
unc-68ry GAAR01000013 15639 5075 C elegans BAA08309 5071 100.00 80.60
unc-74 GAAS01000011 1559 445 H contortus ADV92278 445 100.00 71.24
Non-Subunit Pathway Proteins
Receptor Subunits
Assembled Contigs Comparator Comparison Results
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Table 4.2 – RNA-seq Expression profiles of nAChR-pathway genes 
(A): Reads were mapped against the coding sequence of assembled sequences shown in Table 4.1.  Normalized data are 
presented as FPKM, with the number of reads mapped shown in parentheses.  (B): Values represent the ratio of the 
normalized expression data shown in A for isolates/libraries denoted by column headings.  Numbers in bold represent 
expression differences greater than two-fold. 
 
Expression profiles 
The coding sequences for O. dentatum nAChR pathway genes (Table 4.1) were used as a 
single reference genome to map the reads from each library and thereby obtain the corresponding 
RNA expression profiles.  Bowtie (with the e value set to the default value of 70) was used to map 
paired reads to the set.  The number of reads mapping to each sequence was normalized to library size 
and sequence length to determine the expression level of a given gene in fragments per kilobase exon 
per million reads (FPKM).  The expression levels for each sequence were compared across libraries 
(Table 4.2).  
(A) LEVR-MALE SENS-MALE LEVR-FEMALE SENS-FEMALE (B)
GENE ID 42880874 40243012 43172126 42179378
acr-8 3.05(234) 2.36(170) 1.34(104) 1.61(122) 1.11 1.29 0.44 0.83 0.68 0.55
acr-16 1.21(82) 1.14(72) 0.35(24) 0.51(34) 0.95 1.07 0.29 0.69 0.45 0.37
acr-20 0.37(28) 0.25(18) 1.30(100) 0.50(38) 2.20 1.46 3.55 2.57 2.01 2.92
acr-21 0.03(2) 0.04(2) 1.38(84) 0.47(28) 2.79 0.94 41.72 2.93 13.36 27.09
acr-25 0.28(10) 0.29(10) 0.60(22) 0.34(12) 1.39 0.94 2.19 1.79 1.14 1.65
lev-1 1.06(70) 2.11(130) 1.63(108) 1.95(126) 0.66 0.51 1.53 0.84 0.92 1.13
lev-8 0.00(0) 0.00(0) 0.52(6) 0.18(2) 2.93 0.00 0.00 2.93 0.00 0.00
unc-29alt 0.35(14) 0.26(10) 0.00(0) 0.00(0) 1.31 1.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
unc-29 0.06(4) 0.03(2) 0.00(0) 0.00(0) 1.88 1.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
unc-38 4.41(330) 10.77(756) 1.73(130) 4.62(340) 0.40 0.41 0.39 0.37 0.43 0.42
unc-63 0.40(38) 1.30(116) 0.25(24) 1.78(166) 0.21 0.31 0.63 0.14 1.37 1.19
lev-9 0.45(80) 0.49(82) 0.65(118) 1.27(224) 0.63 0.92 1.47 0.51 2.61 2.06
lev-10 0.34(40) 1.23(136) 0.22(26) 1.11(128) 0.24 0.28 0.65 0.20 0.90 0.84
lev-11 434.21(20258)893.38(39116) 76.56(3596) 297.88(13670) 0.43 0.49 0.18 0.26 0.33 0.28
nra-1 7.74(806) 18.85(1842) 0.59(62) 8.20(840) 0.31 0.41 0.08 0.07 0.44 0.33
nra-2 7.61(560) 13.78(952) 43.22(3204) 33.97(2460) 1.06 0.55 5.68 1.27 2.47 3.61
nra-4 4.84(744) 8.05(1162) 6.82(1056) 9.72(1470) 0.66 0.60 1.41 0.70 1.21 1.28
oig-4 1.77(40) 1.61(34) 1.06(24) 1.17(26) 1.02 1.10 0.60 0.90 0.73 0.66
ric-3 2.86(162) 7.59(404) 2.49(142) 9.71(542) 0.31 0.38 0.87 0.26 1.28 1.17
soc-1 1.09(78) 1.43(96) 6.20(448) 3.54(250) 1.47 0.76 5.70 1.75 2.48 3.88
tax-6 6.04(562) 16.10(1406) 10.27(962) 18.73(1714) 0.47 0.38 1.70 0.55 1.16 1.31
tpa-1 3.00(362) 8.13(920) 8.07(980) 8.61(1022) 0.66 0.37 2.69 0.94 1.06 1.50
unc-22 4.11(3684) 8.59(7220) 0.74(664) 2.62(2306) 0.43 0.48 0.18 0.28 0.30 0.26
unc-50 16.91(1008) 15.30(856) 68.06(4084) 37.25(2184) 1.62 1.11 4.02 1.83 2.43 3.27
unc-68ry 1.82(1218) 5.64(3548) 1.13(762) 3.14(2072) 0.34 0.32 0.62 0.36 0.56 0.57
unc-74 2.12(142) 2.55(160) 12.57(846) 5.75(378) 1.77 0.83 5.92 2.19 2.25 3.92
Ubc2 479.38(9127) 1,255.55(22434) 1,115.95(21391) 1,257.87(23557) 0.63 0.38 2.33 0.89 1.00 1.37
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Nine sequences exhibited an expression difference of greater than two-fold between LEVR 
and SENS samples.  The mRNAs for lev-10, lev-11, nra-1, ric-3, tax-6, unc-22, unc-38, unc-63 and 
unc-68ry were under-expressed in both LEVR male and female libraries as compared to the SENS 
libraries.  Expression of several sequences exhibited a gender association, with acr-16, lev-11, nra-1, 
unc-22, unc-29.1 and unc-38 all exhibiting reduced expression in females, and acr-21, nra-2, soc-1, 
unc-50 and unc-74 showing increased expression in females.  Of note was a disparity between the 
expression profiles of the two reference gene sequences; tpi was consistent between libraries, but ubc-
2 was under-expressed in the LEVR male library relative to the other three libraries.  RT-qPCR 
assessment of acr-8, ric-3, unc-38, ubc-2, and tpi on the same RNA population yielded similar results 
(data not shown).  
SNP/indel 
 Reads were mapped by library as paired-ends to the set of identified genes for SNP/indel 
assessment.  The program GATK identified one coding sequence indel from among the set of 26 
genes, a 6 base deletion in nra-1 at coding sequence position 772 that was represented with nearly 
equal frequency in all but the LEVR female library (in which a low expression level precluded 
analysis). 
Use of GATK for SNP calling within the combined mapped read libraries provided an initial 
count of 4440 possible SNPs.  The 4440 count was reduced to 2856 SNPs by filtering using published 
criteria [12] of (1) minimum 10 reads per position, (2) at least 20% variance from the reference, and 
(3) 3 or more calls for an alternate allele, observed in one or both isolates.  The count was further 
reduced to 2788 by filtering out SNPs with a GATK-called SNP quality score of <50. 
The post-filter 2788 SNPs were analyzed for effect on protein sequence and difference in 
allelic frequency between LEVR and SENS samples.  Of the 2788 SNPs, 2600 resulted in 
synonymous mutations, 72 were non-synonymous mutations, and 106 were in UTR’s.  The 72 non-
synonymous SNPs and there frequencies in each isolate are shown in Table 4.3.  In all, 68 of the 2788 
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SNPs showed an allelic frequency difference between LEVR and SENS isolates ≥ 50%, and of these, 
the only non-synonymous SNP was located within ACR-21 (V272I). 
Table 4.3 – Non-synonymous SNPs of the nAChR pathway 
SNPs which produce non-synonymous mutations are listed by gene and amino acid residue.  SNPs with multiple alleles are 
starred (*).  Alleles not detected in a isolate are marked nd.  The frequency of the allele producing the change is also given 
by isolate as a proportion of the reads mapping to the site. 
 
Discussion 
This study reports the assessment of mRNA expression in levamisole-sensitive and –
resistance O. dentatum strains of 26 genes of the nAChR muscle contraction signaling pathway, 
including 19 whose sequences were determined in silico.  Hallmarks of the quality of those 19 
sequences are provided by the comparison to homologs of other organism(s) (Table 4.1), i.e. with 
Gene AA Change LEVR SENS Gene AA Change LEVR SENS Gene AA Change LEVR SENS
L21F* 0.317 0.097 D506E 0.273 0.500
acr-20 V141I 0.353 0.111 Synonymous* 0.157 0.143 K2126N 0.200 0.074
V272I 0.200 0.700 T71S 0.890 0.824 T2695I 0.500 0.450
P377S 0.474 0.091 T186A 0.137 0.224 V2838I 0.348 0.463
acr-8 S45A 1.000 0.952 H219N 0.396 0.138 I4063V 0.125 0.275
L45F 0.313 0.154 N225D 0.496 0.417 E4559A 0.414 0.450
T82S 0.208 0.088 N227K 0.504 0.446 L5387F 0.235 0.272
R355H* 0.762 0.944 S234N 0.545 0.522 I6421V 0.111 0.410
R355P* 0.190 0.056 A239V 0.221 0.099 Q6428H 0.109 0.413
unc-38 E2G nd 0.333 A293T 0.360 0.176 T6503I 0.289 0.314
N650S 0.617 0.528 A6745V 0.337 0.289
I400M* nd 0.167 S762N* 0.150 0.004 A811P 0.200 0.250
Synonymous* nd 0.167 S762T* 0.098 0.325 V2315I 0.167 0.355
S591N 0.714 0.714 E957D* 0.012 0.104 L4131F 0.488 0.258
T724I nd 0.318 E957D* 0.814 0.896 E4481D 0.364 0.316
A856V 0.625 0.694 oig-4 Q33K 0.261 0.080 I14V* 0.250 0.212
V870A 0.222 0.217 E298D 0.082 0.367 I14F* 0.182 0.303
G891A 0.208 0.200 R308K 0.143 0.342 K41I 1.000 0.969
N913S 0.158 0.429 K310R 0.292 0.198 Y286F 0.511 0.410
H917Y 0.111 0.205 T313A 0.500 0.473
A978T 0.545 0.471 A329V 0.511 0.464
S9F 0.183 0.232 A332T 0.476 0.465
I484V 0.250 0.283 A336V 0.303 0.186
I552V 0.214 0.196 N103T nd 0.231
A604V 0.271 0.260 I311T nd 0.265
V609M 0.262 0.308 V314I nd 0.229
P643S 0.202 0.220 V345A 0.266 0.469
P645S 0.198 0.248 L199F 0.261 0.086
P647A 0.205 0.047 L259F 0.318 0.014
G649S 0.188 0.245 S401N 0.257 0.412
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respect to sequence length and similarity.  Of note is that the unc-68ry sequence determined in silica 
(Table 4.1) corresponds to the ryanodine receptor of C. elegans (NCBI: BAA08309).  Investigators 
have reported the deduced protein sequences in C. elegans for both that ryanodine receptor and for 
the highly similar (>95% identity) UNC-68 receptor (e.g. NCBI: NP_001256074); their high 
similarity suggests likely equivalent function, calcium release from the endoplasmic reticulum.  The 
major difference between these protein sequences is that UNC-68 (and its various isoforms) contains 
a 116 amino acid residue segment inserted after a residue generally corresponding to residue 2590 of 
UNC-68RY. In the analysis of the sequence library contigs reported here, sequences encoding the 116 
residue segment were not found.  In further validation of that finding, BLAST searches that queried 
each of the four read libraries with the diagnostic 116-residue segment failed to identify reads that 
mapped.   These data suggest that the homolog of the C. elegans ryanodine receptor, but not UNC-68, 
is present in O. dentatum. 
 Two-fold or greater decreases in lev-10, lev-11, nra-1, ric-3, unc-22, unc-38, unc-63 and unc-
68ry expression in LEVR vs. SENS worms indicates that expression of these genes associates with 
resistance; reduced expression of these genes is predicted to reduce the sensitivity to levamisole.  The 
observed reduction in expression of unc-38 and unc-63, which are nAChR subunits, may explain the 
findings of Robertson et al. [9] showing altered levamisole receptor properties in LEVR.  As RIC-3 
[13], NRA-1 [14], and LEV-10 [15], are important in the proper formation of the levamisole receptor 
at the cell surface, decreased expression of these would likely be observed as a decreased number of 
functional receptors at the cell surface, which was one of the observations made in a previous study 
[9].   UNC-68, UNC-22 and LEV-11 are post-signaling modulators of the nAChR pathway; UNC-68 
amplifies the signal [16], while UNC-22 and LEV-11 are required for muscle contraction [17].  
Decreased expression of these proteins would be expected to decrease the effective response of the 
parasite to levamisole.  TAX-6 is a phosphatase that negatively regulates the levamisole receptor [14].  
An observed decrease in tax-6 expression is more likely to be a compensatory change than causative 
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of levamisole resistance.  The increased expression of acr-21, nra-2, soc-1, unc-50 and unc-74 in 
females may be a true gender difference in expression or may be due to expression patterns of the egg 
mass in females; the presence of the eggs in females suggests caution is necessary when comparing 
adult males and females.  One observation arising from our data is that the expression profiles of the 
two reference genes are not equivalent; tpi is consistently expressed in all samples while ubc-2 is 
consistent in three samples, but very low in LEVR male. 
 It has been noted that nematodes have a high rate of polymorphism [18, 19].  Our SNP 
analysis showing nearly 37 SNPs per kb supports that observation of high polymorphism.  The non-
synonymous SNPs, particularly those with larger frequency differences between isolates, provide an 
interesting starting place for protein studies, although these should be confirmed with additional data.  
Large frequency differences between alleles of synonymous SNPs likely are artifacts of the selection 
process undergone to generate the LEVR isolate.  Truncations in several pathway genes have been 
shown to associate with drug resistance [20, 21], but no SNPs or indels causing premature stop 
codons leading to truncated proteins were observed in this study.   
Conclusions  
Based on the lack of SNPs or indels that would affect protein function, and on the observed 
expression levels of nAChR pathway genes, we propose that levamisole resistance in O. dentatum is 
associated with both the reduced level of receptors containing UNC-38 and/or UNC-63 subunits and 
with decreased signal transduction facilitated by reduced levels of LEV-10, LEV-11, NRA-1, UNC-
22, and UNC-68ry. 
Methods 
Parasite material 
Adult levamisole sensitive (SENS) O. dentatum isolates [22] were used to infect pigs and then were 
harvested as described [9].  Worm counts were estimated as a function of the amount of RNA 
extracted.  Sixty-eight male and 69 female SENS worms were collected.  To remove foreign 
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contaminants, samples were washed at least 3 times in a pH 7.5 maintenance solution consisting of 
(mM): NaCl (150), KCl (2.7), CaCl2 (2), MgCl2 (0.3), PIPES (10), NaOH (13), glucose (11), 
NaHCO3 (12), penicillin 0.06 g/L, streptomycin 0.1 g/L.  Worms were settled by gravity before 
removing each wash, then blotted dry and transferred to a 1.5ml microfuge tube, weighed by 
difference, and processed for extraction of RNA. 
RNA extraction 
Parasite samples resuspended in 1.0 ml TRI reagent (Molecular Research Center) were ground by 
mortar and pestle under liquid nitrogen, then brought to a total volume of 2-3 ml TRI reagent.  Total 
RNA was extracted from the TRI reagent according to the manufacturer’s instructions, including an 
additional centrifugation step for clearing insoluble material.  Extracted RNA was treated with DNase 
I (New England Biolabs) (10 min at 37C, 10 min at 75C), then re-extracted with TRI reagent and 
resuspended in diethylpyrocarbonate-treated water.  RNA concentration, purity, and quality (RNA 
Integrity Number) were assessed on a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). 
mRNA-Seq 
The building of indexed, non-normalized, paired-end mRNA-Seq libraries, and subsequent 75-cycle 
pyrosequencing on an Illumina GAIIx platform, were performed as a service by the DNA Facility 
(Office of Biotechnology, Iowa State University) using 5 ug total RNA (per sample).  Duplexed 
SENS samples were run in a single lane. 
Equivalent levamisole resistant data were similarly produced [10] and are available at the 
NCBI sequence read archive: LEVR male (SRR393668), LEVR female (SRR393669). 
Bioinformatic Components 
Assembly.  Velvet version 1.1.06 [23] was used for contig assembly. 
Similarity searching.  BLASTx, tBLASTx, and tBLASTn algorithms [24] were used to compare 
contigs with sequences available in public databases including the National Center for Biotechnology 
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Information (NCBI) to identify homologues from other nematodes, i.e. sequences returning BLAST 
expect values ≤ 1E-10. 
Read mapping.  64 bit Bowtie [25] version 0.12.7 was used to map reads for contig building and 
quantitation. 
BWA [26] version 0.6.2-r126 was used to map reads for SNP/indel analysis. 
Pairwise Comparison. The Needle algorithm [27] was used for pairwise comparison. 
SNP/indel analysis.  The Genome Analysis Toolkit v1.6-7 [28, 29] was used to call SNPs and indels. 
 SNPeff [30] was used to determine the effects of SNP variants. 
Real-time qPCR 
RT-qPCR using qScript One-Step SYBR Green qRT-PCR Kit (Quanta Biosciences) was performed 
on a GeneAmp 5700 Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems) using the thermo-protocol: 
95°C 5 min, and 50 cycles of 95°C 10 s, 60°C 30 s, followed by melt curve analysis.  Gene specific 
primers were either previously published [31] or were as follows: acr-8: F 5’- 
CACCAATCATAAATCGCGAGG, R 5’- TTTTCCGCCGGAGAGCTAT; ric-3: F 5’- 
GGACGAGGAATGTTCACTTGG , R 5’- CTCCTGGAGACCACGAAGCT; unc-38:F 5’- 
AACTCCTCCGGCGCAGAC, R 5’-ACCTCTCCGCTTACGCGAT.  Custom Excel files were used 
to transform quantification cycle values generated by the GeneAmp 5700 software into relative gene 
expression levels for each target using the efficiency-corrected standard curve-based relative 
quantification approach for RT-qPCR [32, 33].  
List of abbreviations 
FPKM: fragments per kilobase per million reads 
nAChR: nicotinic acetylcholine receptor 
RT-qPCR: reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction 
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CHAPTER 5. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Non-parasitic model organisms typically have many experimental benefits such as ease of 
culture and preexistence of molecular-data (e,g, sequenced genome) and -tools allowing genetic 
manipulation; however, they also have many pitfalls, such as applicability to parasitic organisms.  
This has been demonstrated several times in nematodes with Towers et al. [1] demonstrating that lev-
8 null mutants confer partial resistance to levamisole while Boulin et al. [2] failed to show evidence 
of a role for lev-8 in resistance in Haemonchus contortus.  Additionally, a SNP in some chloride 
channels has been shown to cause resistance to macrolytic lactones in H. contortus [3] although that 
same SNP is not sufficient for macrolytic lactone resistance in Caenorhabditis elegans [4].  Thus, 
while research in non-parasite models may be easier it is important to translate this work into parasitic 
organisms. 
We have described an application of mRNA-Seq for identification of target genes that greatly 
simplifies translation of research from model organisms to organisms lacking a sequenced genome.  
The first requirement for studying target genes in an organism lacking sequence information is the 
assembly of those gene sequences.  Traditional assembly methods of second generation sequence data 
typically produce incomplete sequences; the method we describe improves on traditional assembly 
techniques by producing more complete sequences.  Furthermore, this assembly method is more 
efficient than exhaustive k-mer assemblies as only a single seed contig of a target gene is needed for 
identification, drastically reducing the number of computationally intensive whole transcriptome 
assemblies. 
We used this method to identify in the parasitic nematode Oesophagostomum dentatum 26 
genes involved in the nAChR pathway and an additional eight genes associated with resistance to 
other classes of anthelminthic drugs.  Given the findings of Robertson et al. [5] showing decreased 
response of the levamisole receptor to increasing levamisole concentration in levamisole resistant 
Oesophagostomum dentatum we would expect resistance in this isolate of O. dentatum to be caused 
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by a change in receptor sequence, stoichiometry, abundance, or post-translational modification.  Our 
data present no evidence of SNPs that have been reported in other organisms as causative for 
anthelminthic resistance.  Of the SNPs we report in nAChR subunits only nine were identified that 
would cause non-synonymous mutations.  Only five of these non-synonymous SNPs were in subunits 
reported to be connected to levamisole resistance (lev-1, unc-38) with increases in allele frequency of 
15.9%, 12%, 4.8%, 13.4%, and 33%.  This suggests that resistance associated with altered receptor 
properties is caused by changes in receptor subunit stoichiometry, abundance, or post-translational 
modification.   
We identified two-fold or greater decreases in RNA expression for several genes involved in 
the nAChR pathway.  These include two nAChR subunits (unc-38, unc-63), three proteins involved in 
proper receptor formation on the cell surface (lev-10, nra-1, ric-3), a protein that amplifies signal 
transduction (unc-68ry), and two proteins involved in muscle contraction (lev-11, unc-2).  This 
implicates receptor stoichiometry (loss of receptors containing UNC-38 and/or UNC-63) and 
decreased signal transduction as the cause of levamisole resistance.  Of note is the decreased 
expression of tax-6.  As a negative regulator of the levamisole receptor [6] decreased expression may 
be a compensatory change allowing received signals to still be transduced.  
A key application of this research is improving the treatment of parasitic nematode infections.  
In our work with a population of parasitic organisms we have identified several putative molecular 
mechanisms of levamisole resistance.  Distinguishing molecular mechanisms of resistance to different 
drugs will improve drug targeting.  Knowledge of the different resistance mechanisms to individual 
drugs can suggest drugs that are less likely to have cross resistance.  Also, as the nicotinic agonist and 
the aminoacetonitrile derivative classes act on different families of nAChR subunits, knowledge of 
the mechanisms involved may show that resistance in one increases selection for sensitivity to the 
other.  The identification of molecular mechanisms of resistance that correspond to changes in DNA 
will also facilitate the determination of drug resistance in the field by establishing a molecular testing 
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technique.  Current methods of resistance testing are cumbersome and require treatment with drugs 
followed by a two week waiting period before assessing the level of egg shedding from the host.  
Increased ease of determining drug resistance will in turn improve drug selection for disease 
treatment.  Improved treatment of infection would benefit both human health care and agricultural 
production. 
Complications in applying the information gained here include our experimentation on a 
population of worms as opposed to individual worms.  While it is believed that resistance is 
polygenic and we have shown here that many genes are associated with resistance within a population 
we are unable to determine from this data whether the decrease in expressions of each gene is uniform 
in the population.  Further experimentation with individual worms would be necessary to determine 
whether all or a subset of the genes identified are required for resistance in a field isolate. 
Additionally, the non-synonymous SNPs identified here are just those for which our sequence 
data provide evidence.  As these sequence changes may be observed due to experimental error 
additional data sets will provide greater confidence in the SNPs identified and increase the power of 
further SNP detection.  The sequence data produced for these experiments has been uploaded to the 
Sequence Read Archive, a publicly accessible data storage facility provided by the National Center 
for Biotechnology Information.  The data is accessible by other groups studying levamisole resistance 
and may be added to by those groups to increase the data depth. 
Future Directions 
 This work was performed with the intended goal of identifying full length protein coding 
sequences for genes of interest involved with levamisole resistance.  In future work, these sequences 
will be expressed in a Xenopus laevis oocyte system for functional analysis.  Identification of full 
length coding sequences for most of the genes explored will facilitate the reconstitution of functional 
nAChRs.  It is necessary to assess the electrophysiological properties of these reconstituted receptors 
in response to anthelminthics to understand variations between nAChR subtypes.  These different 
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subtypes respond differently to different drugs while allowing the organism to maintain normal 
function.  The same Xenopus reconstitution methodology will allow the assessment of SNPs on 
receptor function/sensitivity (to levamisole), although it is important to first experimentally validate 
these non-synonymous SNPs.   
Another ongoing study that issues from this thesis work is that, in collaboration with the ISU 
Genome Informatics facility, we have begun initial steps toward application of this approach on a 
larger scale to facilitate assembly of a complete de novo O. dentatum transcriptome.  This will 
provide a global view of the RNA population.  As anthelminthic resistance is polygenic, a global 
view will help identify other genes associated with levamisole resistance.  A complete transcriptome 
is also necessary for identification of compensatory changes that serve to allow resistant worms to 
function normally even though their nAChR activity is reduced. 
 Many other avenues of research are opened by the research detailed here.  Identification of 
these genes and the process by which they are identified allows for comparative genetics studies 
among nematode species that will help to understand differences in drug sensitivity between species.  
The RNA expression patterns seen here also provide a target profile that may be used to identify 
levamisole resistance in field isolates.  Monitoring of field populations for expression changes seen 
here can be used to determine when a population has developed resistance to levamisole to determine 
when it is necessary to switch anthelminthic classes. 
With widespread resistance the emphasis on drug treatment of infected animals has shifted 
from frequent anthelminthic treatment of all animals to treatment of only the most heavily infected 
animals.  In many organisms drug resistance has a fitness cost.  This suggests that with the relief of 
drug pressure negative selection on resistance genes would result in a population shift to drug 
sensitivity.  If a time point is established at which resistance is lost it would provide incentive to halt 
treatment with levamisole to allow field populations to lose resistance.  This, in turn, would improve 
the effects of targeted treatment of individuals with high parasite burdens.  Using the RNA expression 
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profile of resistance associated genes established in this work it would be possible to relieve the drug 
pressure on a resistant isolate and monitoring the population through many passages.  Establishing a 
time point at which resistance is lost would be extremely useful information for treatment of parasitic 
nematodes. 
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APPENDIX A.  SCRIPT FOR TARGET GATHERING FROM BLAST OUTPUT 






public class BLAST_Outfmt6_Subject_ Lookup 
{ 
/** Gathers contigs from source files that represent the genes of interest based on BLAST 
analysis 
  * Length of match and identity are adjustable in getSeqs method, e value is set by BLAST 
  *  
  * @param args[0] the file name containing the BLAST output in format 6 
  * @param args[1] the file containing the source contigs 
  * @param args[2] the desired output file name 
  */ 
 public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException, FileNotFoundException 
 { 
  //Get file names from command line 
String seqFileName = args[0]; 
  String srcFileName = args[1];  
  String outFileName = args[2]; 
 
  File seqFile = new File(seqFileName); //file containing the BLAST output 
  File srcFile = new File(srcFileName); //file containing original contigs 
   
String[][] output = getSeqNames(seqFile); //get list of contigs from BLAST 
that meet criteria 
System.out.print("Got the sequence names!\r\n"); 
output = getSeqs(output,srcFile); //search original contigs file to associate 
contigs with names 
System.out.print("Got the original sequences!\r\n"); 
System.out.print("Printing.  Almost done... "); 
          
File myFileOut = new File(outFileName);  //output file 
if(!(myFileOut.exists()))    //Make sure file exists 
{myFileOut.createNewFile();} 
FileWriter out = new FileWriter(myFileOut); //Open an output stream for the file 
specified 
          
for(int g = 0;g < output.length;g++) //print output array in FASTA format 
{out.write(">"+output[g][0]+"\r\n"+output[g][1]+"\r\n");} 
out.close();     //close output file 
System.out.print("Done!\r\n"); 
   } 
  
 /* Collects contig sequences that match names gathered in previous method 
  *  
  * returns array of names and sequences 
  *  
  * @param outP 2d string array for contig names and sequences 
  * @param srcFileP contig source file 
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  */ 
 private static String[][] getSeqs(String[][] outP, File srcFileP)throws    
  FileNotFoundException 
 { 
  Scanner srcFileIn = new Scanner(srcFileP); //file reader for original contig file 
int numFound = 0, last = 0, numAdded =0; 
String check = "", seq = ""; 
while(srcFileIn.hasNext() && numFound <= outP.length) 
{ 
           check = srcFileIn.nextLine();  //grab next line 
           if(check.contains(">"))    //if line is a sequence name 
           { 
            if(numAdded < numFound) //place current sequence to next location   
            { 
             outP[1][1] = seq; 
             numAdded++; 
            } 
            seq = ""; //clear sequence 
for(int i = 0;i < outP.length;i++)//scan output array to see if matches 
contig target  
            { 
if(outP[i][0].equals(check.substring(1))) //if names match, 
grab sequence 
             { 
              numFound++; //found a new sequence 
System.out.print("I found "+numFound+" original 
sequences.\n"); 
              last = i; //mark this location in the output array 
             } 
            } 
           } 
else //if not a sequence name continue building sequence length(source files 
are 60 char limit) 
           {seq = seq + check.replace("\n", "");} //remove newline character 
          } 
srcFileIn.close(); 
      return outP; 
 } 
 
 /* Pull names of sequences that have BLAST matches from input file 
  *  
  * @param seqFileP BLAST output file, format 6 
  * return array of sequence names 
  */ 
 private static String[][] getSeqNames(File seqFileP) throws FileNotFoundException 
 { 
  Scanner seqFileIn = new Scanner(seqFileP);  //file reader for BLAST file 
          Boolean found = false; //check to see if already found this sequence 
String[] check;  //temporary variables for holding lines from file 
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String[][] out = new String[10][2]; //array for holding output data 
int seqLength, lengthEnd, regionLength; 
int curr = 0; 
while(seqFileIn.hasNext())     //reading file 
{ 
           check = seqFileIn.nextLine().split("\t"); //split line containing BLAST HSP 
if(Float.parseFloat(check[2]) < 60.0) //*****IDENTITY 
THRESHOLD***** 
       {continue;} 
seqLength = check[1].indexOf("length_"); //*identify contig length 
lengthEnd = check[1].indexOf("_", seqLength+7); 
seqLength = Integer.parseInt(check[1].substring(seqLength+7, lengthEnd)); 
// end identify contig length*/ 
regionLength = Integer.parseInt(check[3])* 3; //identify length of HSP match 
if(seqLength/2 > regionLength) //*****LENGTH OF MATCH 
THRESHOLD***** 
           {continue;} 
           found = false;   //only grab each sequence name once 
           for(int i = 0;i < curr;i++) //scan to make sure not already found this sequence 
           { 
            if(check[1].equals(out[i][0])) 
            { 
            found = true; 
            break; 
           } 
           } 
          if(found) //skip contigs if already found 
           {continue;} 
   if(curr >= out.length) //if array full 
   {out = resizeArray(out,2*out.length,curr);} //double array size 
   out[curr][0] = check[1]; //write successfully blasted seq name to array 
   curr++; //increment counter 
} 
  out = resizeArray(out,curr,curr);  //slim output array to exact size 
  seqFileIn.close(); 




 /* Resize a 2d String array 
  *  
  * @param oligosP the output array 
  * @param max the size of the new array 
  * @param actual the size of the current array 
  *  
  * return new sized array of sequence names 
  */ 
 private static String[][] resizeArray(String[][] oligosP,int max,int actual) 
 { 
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  String[][]tempArray = new String[max][oligosP[0].length]; //create new array 
  for(int i = 0;i < actual;i++)   //copy the old array 
  { 
   for(int j = 0;j < oligosP[0].length;j++) 
   {tempArray[i][j] = oligosP[i][j];} 
  } 
  return tempArray; 
 } 
}
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APPENDIX B.  SCRIPT FOR GATHERING MAPPED READS AND PAIRS






public class Bowtie_pair_lookup 
{ 
 
 /** Gathers all reads that map to a given "genome" from Bowtie output file  
  * File should be produced by Bowtie using shuffled paired reads in unpaired format. 
  * This will keep reads in paired order, but map reads where only one end aligned 
  *  
  * @param seqFileName is the alignment file produced by Bowtie 
  * @param srcFileName is original paired reads file (input for Bowtie) 
  * @param outFileName the desired output file name (no file extension) 
  */ 
 public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException, FileNotFoundException 
 { 
  //Get file names from command line 
  String seqFileName = args[0];   //Bowtie alignment file 
String srcFileName = args[1];  //PE shuffled reads file 
String outFileName = args[2];  //output file name, exclude extension 
         
  //Use designated file name 
File seqFile = new File(seqFileName); //file containing seqs mapped by Bowtie 
(paired input, mapped unpaired) 
  File srcFile = new File(srcFileName); //original reads used as Bowtie input 
   
String[] names = getSeqNames(seqFile); //get list of seqs mapped 
String[] seqs = new String[names.length], values = new String[names.length], 
pairNames = new String[names.length], pairSeqs = new 
String[names.length], pairValues = new String[names.length]; //build data 
arrays, will be same order as names 
System.out.print("I have the read names.\r\nThere were "+names.length+" reads 
mapped by Bowtie.\r\n"); 
getSeqs(srcFile, names, seqs, values, pairNames, pairSeqs, pairValues); //search 
original reads file for seqs 
System.out.print("I got the pair sequences!\r\n"); 
System.out.print("Printing.  Almost done"); 
           
//Make sure files exist and open for editing 
  //Open an output stream for the File specified 
  //FASTA 
  File fastaOut = new File(outFileName+".fasta"); 
  if(!(fastaOut.exists())) 
  {fastaOut.createNewFile();} //make sure file is available to write 
  FileWriter fasta = new FileWriter(fastaOut); 
  //FASTQ 
  File fastqOut = new File(outFileName+".fastq"); 
  if(!(fastqOut.exists())) 
  {fastqOut.createNewFile();} //make sure file is available to write 
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  FileWriter fastq = new FileWriter(fastqOut); 
  for(int i = 0;i < names.length;i++) //print reads 
    { 
   System.out.print("."); 
           fasta.write(">"+names[i].substring(1)+"\r\n"+seqs[i]+"\r\n"); //print read 
fastq.write(names[i]+"\r\n"+seqs[i]+"\r\n"+"+"+names[i].substring(1)+"\r\n"
+values[i]+"\r\n"); //print read 
           if(pairNames[i].equals("pair mapped")) //if pair was mapped, next, 
otherwise print pair info   
           {continue;} 
           else 




           } 






 /** Collect names of sequences from input file 
  *  
  * @param seqFileP file containing shuffled paired end reads 
  * returns array of sequence names 
  */ 
 private static String[] getSeqNames(File seqFileP) throws FileNotFoundException 
 { 
  Scanner seqFileIn = new Scanner(seqFileP);  //file reader 
String check = ""; //temporary variable for holding lines from file 
  int set = 0, curr = 0; //counters for position and number reads 
  String[] names = new String[10]; //array for holding output data (read names) 
  while(seqFileIn.hasNext()) //go through file 
  { 
set++; //keeps track of position in entry 
check = seqFileIn.nextLine(); //read file 
if(set == 1) //first line is name, 2 is seq, 3 is name, 4 is data 
{ 
if(curr >= names.length) //if array full 
                 {names = resizeStringArray(names,2*names.length,curr);} 
 //double array size 
            names[curr] = check;     
 //grab name 
   } 
   else if(set == 4) //if finish entry 
{ 
            set = 0; //reset state 
    curr++; //mark another read done 




  } 
  seqFileIn.close(); 
return resizeStringArray(names,curr,curr); //minimize array size 
 } 
 
 /** Copy array to new array of desired size 
  *  
  * @param string current array 
  * @param max new array length 
  * @param actual current array length 
  *  Returns new array of desired size containing same elements 
  */ 
 private static String[] resizeStringArray(String[] string,int max,int actual) 
 { 
  String[]tempArray = new String[max]; //larger array 
  for(int i = 0;i < actual;i++ //copy old array 
  {tempArray[i] = string[i];} 




  * Collects seqs that match names gathered earlier 
  * If both pairs did not map associates paired read with the one that did 
  *  
  * Input file must be shuffled 
  *  
  * @param srcFileP paired end shuffled file used as input for Bowtie run 
  * @param names mapped sequence name 
  * @param seqs mapped sequence 
  * @param values mapped sequence quality scores 
  * @param pairNames mapped sequence pair name 
  * @param pairSeqs mapped sequence pair sequence 
  * @param pairValues mapped sequence pair value 
  * operates on filling arrays of names, sequences, and values plus pairs that matches where 
need be 
  */ 
 private static void getSeqs(File srcFileP, String[] names, String[] seqs, String[] values, 
String[] pairNames, String[] pairSeqs, String[] pairValues)throws FileNotFoundException 
 { 
  Scanner srcFileIn = new Scanner(srcFileP); //file reader 
System.out.print("Searching for read sequences.\r\n"); 
int numFound = 0; //Progress counter 
String check = "", prev = "", prev2 = "", prev3 = "", prev4 = ""; //temp variables 
while(srcFileIn.hasNext() && numFound < names.length) //look for seqs, until 
find all mapped reads 
{ 
           prev4 = prev3; 
           prev3 = prev2; 
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           prev2 = prev; 
           prev = check; 
           check = srcFileIn.nextLine(); //read file, storing previous lines 
           if(check.contains("@")) //only read work from lines that start an entry 
           { 
            if(names[numFound].equals(check)) //if at line with name 
compare name at the numfound-th position 
            { //since Bowtie maintains read order can search in order 
             if(numFound > 0 && check.substring(0, check.length()-
1).equals(names[numFound-1].substring(0, names[numFound-1].length()-1)) || numFound < 
names.length-1 && check.substring(0, check.length()-1).equals(names[numFound+1].substring(0, 
names[numFound+1].length()-1)))  //look to see if pair was matched 
         {pairNames[numFound] = "pair mapped";} //mark if 
pair mapped or not 
     else{pairNames[numFound] = "pair not mapped";} 
             if(check.charAt(check.length()-1) == '1') //if this is the first 
of the two paired reads 
             { 
              seqs[numFound] = srcFileIn.nextLine(); //grab seq 
              srcFileIn.nextLine(); //burn quality ID 
              values[numFound] = srcFileIn.nextLine(); //grab 
quality data 
              if(pairNames[numFound].equals("pair not 
mapped")) //if pair not mapped 
              { 
       pairNames[numFound] = 
srcFileIn.nextLine(); //grab pair name 
       pairSeqs[numFound] = srcFileIn.nextLine(); 
//grab pair seq 
               srcFileIn.nextLine(); //burn pair quality ID 
               pairValues[numFound] = 
srcFileIn.nextLine(); //grab pair value 
      } 
             } 
             else if(check.charAt(check.length()-1) == '2') //if the 
second of two paired reads 
             { 
              if(pairNames[numFound].equals("pair not 
mapped")) //if pair not mapped 
              { 
       pairNames[numFound] = prev4; //grab pair 
name 
       pairSeqs[numFound] = prev3; //grab seq 
               pairValues[numFound] = prev; //grab pair 
name 
              } 
              seqs[numFound] = srcFileIn.nextLine();  
 //grab seq 
              srcFileIn.nextLine(); //burn quality ID 
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              values[numFound] = srcFileIn.nextLine(); 
 //grab quality data 
      if(numFound < names.length-1 && 
check.substring(0, check.length()-1).equals(names[numFound+1].substring(0, 
names[numFound+1].length()-1))) //if first pair read mapped after second.  Needed as source 
file would have already passed 
              { 
               seqs[numFound+1] = prev3; //grab seq 
               values[numFound+1] = prev; //grab value 
               pairNames[numFound+1] = "pair mapped"; 
//note that pair was mapped  
               numFound++; //increment counter 
               System.out.print("I've found 
"+numFound+"/"+names.length+" read sequences\r\n"); 
              }     
             } 
             numFound++; //increment counter 
             System.out.print("I've found 
"+numFound+"/"+names.length+" read sequences\r\n"); 
            }        
} 
} 
      srcFileIn.close(); 
 } 
}
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APPENDIX C.  MRNA SEQUENCES FOR ANTHELMINTHIC TARGET GENES
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